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UN Biodiversity Conference (COP 15) 
7 - 19 December 2022 
Montreal, Canada 
The UN Biodiversity Conference will convene governments from around the world to agree to a new set of goals for nature over the next 
decade through the Convention on Biological Diversity process. The framework sets out a plan to implement action to bring about a 
transformation in society’s relationship with biodiversity and to ensure that, by 2050, the shared vision of living in harmony with nature is 
fulfilled. 
https://www.unep.org/events/conference/un-biodiversity-conference-cop-15 
 
Youth unites for Nature through a Manifesto calling for international action for Nature 
In the form of a Manifesto and Open Letter, Youth from around the world aims at mobilizing world leaders to support youth priorities for 2020 
and 2021 and the resolutions youth want to see being addressed and adopted in the next decade and beyond to achieve a vision of “living in 
harmony with nature”. 
https://4post2020bd.net/youth-unit-for-nature-through-a-manifesto-calling-for-international-action-for-nature/ 
 
Global Youth Biodiversity Network (GYBN) is an international network recognized and supported by the Secretariat of the Convention on 
Biological Diversity (CBD).  
GYBN is the voice of global youth in the negotiations under the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), raises awareness among young people 
of the values of biodiversity, and connects individuals and youth organizations in order to build a global coalition to halt the loss of biodiversity. 
https://www.gybn.org 
 
 
COP 15: Global youth to hold Youth Summit ahead of final negotiations of new biodiversity framework 
GYBN has organized a summit before this year’s UN Biodiversity Conference (COP 15). It will be an engaging forum for young people to organize, 
network, learn new skills, exchange knowledge, and share their hopes and concerns for COP 15, where leaders will negotiate and adopt a new 
global framework to guide biodiversity action through 2030. Interpretation will be available in French and Spanish 
  
As world leaders prepare to gather at COP 15, the UN Biodiversity Conference, global youth will hold a Youth Summit to drive momentum and 
build solidarity. The Youth Summit will take place 5 to 6 December at Grand Quai at the port of Montreal, Canada, and is expected to bring 
together over 300 young people from around the world.  
https://www.gybn.org/yspress-release 
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